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On our Cover:
Nikonians Gold Member Jonathan Bloom (jbloom) presents this action shot of a group of Nikonians during the Alaskan 9th Annual Nikonians Photo Adventure Trip (ANPAT) in early September. He
calls it “A school of Nikonians on Spencer Lake.” Jonathan was shooting with his Nikon D3, freezing the action with a 1/500th second shutter speed and an aperture of f/6.3 (ISO at 200). Shown
in action are: (left to right) Michael Mariant (mmariant), Rick Hulbert (rhulbert) (obscured), Albert Esschendal (alberte), Steve Johnson (reuben) and Jay Newmark
(drbrog).More photos and stories of adventure from the Alaska ANPAT will be coming soon in our next edition of The Nikonian.
This Page: Nikonians Silver member Gerhard Schoennenbeck (gskger) of Germany was the winner for the April segment of our Best of Nikonians - 2009 Images Photo Contest with this image
entitled “Deliquescent Trees.” He made this photograph with his Nikon D200 shooting with ISO 100, and a 2.5 second shutter speed. His aperture was f/29. The Contest concludes soon. More
winning images start on page 5.
THE NIKONIAN™ is copyrighted © Nikonians EMEA Ltd 2009. All rights reserved. Nikonians® is a registered trademark. Our domains, products and services are not associated or affiliated with
the Nikon Corporation. All images are copyright of the respective photographers. Chief Editor Tom Boné (flashdeadline@nikonians.org). Design and Production provided by Kristina Nessl, Executive
Office Manager, enprovia® Software Engineering s.r.o. Our circulation: Over 120,000 copies of this publication are downloaded within the first three month of being issued.
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Editorial

by J. Ramón Palacios (jrp)

Greetings fellow Nikonians!
jrp
Administrator
Charter Member
Co-Founder
27655 posts

Time runs fast but it has certainly
been stampeding for us.
• 2009 is almost over and a time to
celebrate is approaching. Preparations have begun for a Nikonians
10th Anniversary Convention. Stay
tuned for we should be able to announce it soon, to coincide with
the Photo Marketing Association
(PMA) 2010 Show in Anaheim,
California mid February, 2010.

• A new generation of more affordable cameras, combining many features of
the high-end models with video is now out in the market, bringing more and
more enthusiasts into the Nikonians ranks. The D5000 and D3000 started that
new cameras series, most appealing to those wanting to make the leap jump
into the DSLR world and even considered by pros wanting a second “manageable” body. In our forums, the discussions around these cameras are lively, to
say the least.
• Unconfirmed rumors murmur and mumble the imminent arrival of new upgraded cameras in the mid price range, following the D300s. Yes, we always
hear those rumors, because always someone has a friend who has a friend
with a cousin who is intimate with an insider. However, time lapses between
camera releases are shortening and all is possible at this time, getting ready for
the beginning of the end of the global recession that made us very concerned
for more than a few friends losing their jobs.
• Yet, despite the gloomy environ, the Nikonians community keeps on growing strong, at twice the rate of the previous year. Unbelievable! This is a reason
to further thank all members, team members and staff who continue to make
Nikonians a great worldwide resource for Nikon photographers of all levels of
expertise.
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• To be ready for this growth we have added new features, like a revised User
Menu, with functionality to keep track of your close Nikonians friends and
those whose expertise you may want to follow.
• Thinking of those members who cannot travel or live in regions other than
North America, the Nikonians Academy has started a series of Webinars, live
online interactive sessions. We plan to further expand the topics covered as of
now. And for those who can travel, we are also expanding next year our presence in more cities and adding more field trips. Our goal is to accommodate
the needs of all of you who have a keen interest on keeping learning photography. Our thanks to all who have taken the time to leave their gracious feedback
testimonials at the forums.
• The 9th ANPAT concluded successfully. Surrounded by the flabbergasting
scenarios of Denali and the Spencer Lake glacier in Alaska, members had the
opportunity to often take a deep breath and marvelous images. Our next issue
of this your eZine will contain a detailedl report.
• Not only are we are seeing a good number of cameras converted for Infrared
(IR) — High Dynamic Range (HDR) photography is also capturing more and
more attention. You may want to keep track of this evolution and marvel at
some the images posted in both the IR and HDR forums.
Nikonians: Share, Learn, Inspire.
J. Ramón Palacios

Now featuring a new

r
topics!

Membership levels
Nikonians offers several levels of membership. Of course there is a free, basic membership good for a 25 day trial period, but we invite you to
enjoy the fun and benefits of Silver, Gold and Platinum membership levels providing you with sell & buy opportunities, image upload, free shipping and more. Nikonians is a not-for-profit community. All capital generated through our operations (The Nikonians Community, The PhotoProShop and The Nikonians Academy) are reinvested to sustain our growth. Each membership counts and we take this opportunity to thank
you for your support!
Bo Stahlbrandt and J. Ramón Palacios, Founders of Nikonians

Access our free forum areas.
Learn, share and participate in lively discussions
Receive our newsletters, podcasts and RSS feeds
Receive our eZine THE NIKONIAN™ as PDF
Access our fast search portal NikoScope™

Everything in the Silver level plus
Your exclusive Nikonians personal Photographer’s ID
Get your personal Nikonians Business Card
Write access to the Nikonians Wiki
Your own personal blog at Nikonians
Your own personal email address at Nikonians

Image gallery
Your personal image gallery with many features.
Participate in photo contests
Participate in the Annual Best of Nikonians Images
Photo Contest. Prizes are awarded during the year as
well as in the contest finals.
Access to classifieds section
Buy and sell your gear in our Buy and Sell Forums
Access to Nikonians workshops & tours
Access to Nikonians events
Upload and link to images in forums
Rebates and more!

Everything in the Silver and Gold level
plus free shipping in the Photo Pro Shop,
larger gallery, free access to events
Access to Platinum Lounge
Free access to the Nikonians Business Directory, the
Orange Pages

A membership starts as low as $25 USD per year
or less than 7 cents a day. Join today at
www.nikonians.org/membership
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Contest Update
The Best of Nikonians - 2009 Images Photo Contest, is three months away from
finishing up for the year. The contest, open to all Silver, Gold and Platinum Nikonians Members, results in monthly winners being announced, with each moving on to the finals at the
end of the year.
Each month (ending in December 2009) a contest theme is used to challenge our participating
members. The October theme is “People” — followed by “Night Sky” in November and “My
Best Shot” in December.
The monthly winners receive prizes from our contest sponsors: Epson, Phase One, Datacolor
and Think Tank Photo. At the conclusion of the contest the overall First Place winner will
receive an additional prize, and the Certificate of Nikonians High Photographic Achievement.
Nikonians will also award two Honorary Mentions each with a one year Nikonians Gold Membership.
Finals awards and prizes will be announced and awarded in the first half of February, 2010
Follow this link to see the detailed Contest Rules.
Our April winner this year was Silver member Gerhard Schoennenbeck (gskger), of Germany
(shown on the next page). His photo helped us illustrate the background on our Contents
page for this edition).

Taking the first place win for May was Silver member Rene Quenneville (quennre) of Orford, Canada. His photo — “High Key Gannett” — was taken at the Bonaventure Gannetry
in Percé, Quebec, with his Nikon D200 and a Sigma APO 100-300mm F4 EX DG HSM lens. He
was shooting at 1/1000th second shutter speed with his lens aperture at f/11 and ISO set to
400. The Sigma was supported by a 1.4x Teleconverter.
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Contest Update
The photo by Silver member
Gerhard Schoennenbeck
(gskger), of Germany, is
entitled “Deliquescent Trees.”
He captured the image with his
Nikon D200 shooting with ISO
100, and a 2.5 second shutter
speed. His aperture was f/29.
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Contest Update
June’s winner was Silver member
Maralee Park (maralee808), from
Oregon, USA. Her “Florence Street
Market” shot was with a Nikon D200,
set to ISO 400, aperture of f/5 and a
1/60 second shutter speed.
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Contest Update
Our July winner was Platinum member Romeo Starcevic (cibalia) from
Croatia, with a breathtaking scene
shot in Kenya. Romeo made this photograph with his Nikon D3. He shot it
at ISO 2800, aperture at f/20 and a
shutter speed of 1/100 sec.
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Contest Update
Silver member Bill Wayazo (wayazo) won top hop
honors in the August segment of the contest with his
image “Hidden Hunter.”
It was taken with a Nikon
D700, ISO 200, f/16, 1/500
sec, Nikon 200-400mm
@ 400mm. Bill tells us he
shot this image of a coyote
searching for prey in Gibbon Meadow, Yellowstone
National Park. Bill is from
Washington, USA.
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Nikonians free software helps members critique images

by Marek Tomša

Annotate!® by Nikonians
develops new features
based on member’s input
Editor’s note: Annotate! by Nikonians®
was written by Marek Tomša, enprovia, 2009
Marek Tomša

Recently, Nikonians released
a new free software called
Annotate!®.
It allows you to easily add
textual annotations and crop
suggestions to photographs,
providing a straightforward
way to give critiques in photography forums.

This article describes Annotate and the basic simple steps needed to
provide critique on a photograph in Nikonians forums using Annotate.
Obtaining Annotate!® by Nikonians starts by going to our convenient download page. The program runs on MS Windows only for now. We will likely
launch a Macintosh version of the program later.
When you first start Annotate you need to enter your full name and your Nikonians username. The full name should appear just as you posted when registering or you may not gain access. For instance if your name is William, and that is
how you registered, you will not have any success by using the shorter version
“Bill.” If you are not a Nikonians member, you can also register now.
Loading an image from any Nikonians forum thread in Annotate (or a folder
on your computer) is as easy as dragging it to the center of the blank screen
image with your mouse.
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Figure 1 - Your opening screen view. All it takes to start working on an image is to
drag and drop the image into the center of the screen.

Loading an image from any Nikonians forum thread in Annotate (or a folder
on your computer) is as easy as dragging it to the center of the blank screen
image with your mouse.
If you have any questions requiring help while in the program, just hit your F1
key. You will immediately have access to our User’s Guide by clicking on Help,
and also find a fast link to our Annotate discussion forum.
So let’s drag the image from a forum thread opened in your web browser and
drop it in the opened window of Annotate.
The image shows up in the center window immediately and is ready to be annotated.

Nikonians free software helps members critique images
You should be able to not only see the image, but also get a look at portions of
the EXIF data that may be available in the image (as seen in Figure 2). Annotate
offers two basic modes of operation – Annotation mode and Crop mode.
In Annotation mode, you can draw rectangles with the mouse and bind textual
notes to them by writing them in the annotation boxes that appear to the right
side of the screen.
In Crop mode, you suggest a virtual crop displayed as a shaded area by dragging the mouse to highlight your suggested crop.

Furthermore, you can provide general comments about the image, like comments on overall composition, technical quality, color and other aspects not
bound to specific areas of the image. These comments appear at the bottom
of the screen.
Figure 3 shows Annotate with an image loaded and three annotations (comments) added. The annotations are linked to three rectangles in the image itself
(along with the comments) at the right of your screen.
Figure 3 – Notice that out of the three comments and notes, the text regarding
distractions and the boxed (Annotated) area are linked and both are highlighted in green. You can skip between the three Annotated areas in this image by
merely clicking your mouse on either the boxed area of the image or the text.

Figure 2 – Your chosen image will appear in the working window with just a
drag and drop maneuver. Available EXIF data is displayed in the upper ight
corner.
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Nikonians free software helps members critique images
Annotate highlights the currently selected annotation in green and at the same
time highlights the text bound to the annotation with green background. Remember that all comments made in the Annotation Mode appear to the right
hand side of the screen and that all comments made in the Crop Mode appear
at the bottom.
Notice that on the upper left hand side of the screen you are in Annotate
Mode. If you were in the Crop Mode, you could also add comments (suggestions) and they would be displayed as a shaded area, below the image. You can
only make one crop suggestion per image, but you can add as many
comments (in the bottom window) as you wish.
If you are wishing the text was larger—do not worry—the newest version of the program (1.0.3) recently added:
• Annotation textboxes are movable in export dialog (you will see the
font size option when you go to the export screen)
• Font size can be changed for all annotations or individually
• Stamp can be moved to predefined locations to not obstruct important parts of the image
• Export always corresponds to the layout shown in preview
• Export dialog shows preview all the time
Now it’s time to upload the image back to Nikonians forum thread to give the
critique back to the original poster. By default, Annotate saves the annotations
in the image file itself after pressing the Save button, leaving the image data
intact. So, by uploading the image back to the forums, the annotations would
still be in the image, but invisible to anyone unless they open the image in Annotate. When you want to allow other forum readers see the annotations you
just made, you should use another feature – Export.
Upon pressing the Export button (the lowermost button on the left, just under Save), Annotate allows us to export a jpeg image with all the annotations
drawn directly in the image. Figure 4 shows the export dialog. The image
shown on the screen will be a preview of the jpeg file Annotate will save for
you when you finally hit the “Export” button.
You can customize several aspects of the exported image, like export size
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(something like 500 pixels wide would be best for the forums, which is the
default option in Annotate). Your font size control is shown at the bottom.
Annotate also trims the size of the exported jpeg to 150 kilobytes by default,
which is the size limit for Nikonians forums. Furthermore, you can include your
signature and basic shooting data (shutter speed, aperture number, focal length
and ISO speed) of the original photograph in the exported file upon checking
respective checkboxes in the export dialog.
When you are ready to export, just choose a name for the exported image

Figure 4 –Export Dialog Screen.

upon clicking the “Export…” button and upload the image to the original
forum thread.
Giving image critiques has never been so easy!
Image courtesy of Nikonians member Fernando Almada (pqalmada).

Share your experience

Want to discuss Annotatate! by Nikonians
with our members?
Join our

Annotate Discussions!

Nikonians new features

by Federico Sensi

Changes reflect
goal of adapting to Internet
social networking trends
Editor’s note:
Federico Sensi was the enprovia project leader in the redesign of the new interface, which was created by Peter
Kollarovits and Zita Kemeny

Federico Sensi

At the end of
July the old
user and profile
menus were redesigned and
re-organized. The aim of the new
design was to improve the social
networking apect of the community.
Nikonians.org co-founder Bo Stahlbrandt explains: “User driven communities like Nikonians have been
social networking sites long before
the large sites
(such as Facebook)
came on board.
What we have
now launched at
Nikonians should
help our members
to easier see what
other
Nikonians
are shooting, and
to enable them to
easier give feedback on others
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work.” In the new User Menu you can edit your personal data in the top part
of the page (always visible) and use the new tabbed layout menu to switch
across the different working areas. You can make changes to your personal
data and preferences by using the “My User Menu” link at the top right hand
side of your Nikonians screen. Once you have clicked on the “My User Menu”
you will immediately see a long tabbed listing of choices just below your basic
background information (username, full name, addresses etc.).
If you have an avatar photo in use you will see that it is centered at the top of
the page (and also see the option to change it). Note towards the right hand
side there is a space for indicating “Your time zone.” This is a handy function
because when you are visiting the different forums you will automatically see
the discussion posting times and dates based on your personal time zone.
Next, you will see the tabbed preference options, starting with “Public Profile”
on the left and ending with “Scratchpad.”
These tabs allow you to manage all the information about you as a photographer (such as expertise, gear and software).
Use the “Public Profile” tab as well as the “Preferences” tab to adjust your
personal information background information and to choose your community
settings.

Nikonians new features
Under that “Preferences” tab you will be
able to choose functions such as automatic
logins, email notifications of Private Messages via emails, signatures and much more.
All the data about your Nikonians membership can be managed in the “Membership”
tab where you can quickly see your membership level and upgrade and renew it.
You will also have fast access to your Rewards Program Vouchers for discounts and deals and see your options for such services as creating your
own photo Nikonians photo ID card, membership certificate, personal
blog and personal email (@nikonians.org). These services are presented to you
based on your Membership level.
Now the fun part!
A new Nikonians Social Network been created.
This network makes it even easier for you to stay
in touch and “keep tab” on your closest Nikonians
friends and other shooters in the community.

Once your request is accepted by that member, you will see a listing of the
latest activities from your new friend. It will appear at the bottom part of the
page, sorted in chronological order. Some of those activities listings include
new posts in forums, new images uploaded, new comment on the images and
new blog entries. Much more than this is planned in the close future.

It can be accessed under the “Friends” tab and
with just a few clicks you can be updated about
all of your Nikonians friends and their activities in
the community. The first step to manage your network is to enter your friend’s username into
the search textbox and click the “Search”
button.

Furthermore all your activities in the community will be also shown to your
friends so to let them know what are you currently working on and all the “hot
topics” you are involved in.

Notice in our sample the username has “johnson” in it. If you are not sure of the exact
name (perhaps you forgot he has two numbers in it) — you can simply type in “Johnson”
(no quotes needed) and you will get over 60
results. The search is not case sensitive.
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Choose your friend from the resulting list and send him a message, he will be
added to your network of friends in a “waiting for approval” status until your
request is accepted.

The “Invitations” tab was created to allow veteran
Nikonians’ members to introduce new friends in the
community.
The invited friend will then have the benefit of receiving
a 5% discount on the membership price upon joining
the community as a Silver, Gold or Platinum Member.
That friend will also have an additional month added for
free in his annual (12-month) subscription.

Nikonians new features
To enable you to
easily track your
bookmarks and
subscriptions in
the community
click on the “Subscriptions” tab.
To manage all
your Nikonians
e-mail
(@nikonians.org)
use
the “Inbox” tab
and navigate to
all the forwarded
messages. The emails “marked as
read” are shown
at the end of the
messages
list.
This makes them
easily separated
from the new
messages that have not been read (which appear at the top of the page). The
last tab of the menu is the “Scratchpad” where (as in the old menu) you can
write any note and assign it to some specific date as a reminder function.
A redesign has also applied to the User Profile section.

This is the page you reach when you go to any discussion thread and look to
the far right hand section of the message.
One of the icons is the profile of a person. When you click that icon you will
quickly be sent to that member’s user profile.
Here you can use the top part of the page to quickly review that member’s
main personal data or (using the quick links on top) send an email or a private
message to another member of the community.
A shortcut link allows you to quickly add the profile to your friends’ network.
The new tabbed layout menu allows you to easily switch across the different
working areas.
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Nikonians new features

Sharing experience with somebody that uses the same equipment as you could
be the next step now available through the social network.
If you want to get a better view of the activities that involves that specific
member browse the “Gallery,” “Gallery comments”
and “Posts” tabs. This way
you can follow interesting
threads or shoots from that
member. Eventually you may
wish to make contact by asking to make the member a
part of your new friends Social Network.
So, go ahead, take a quick tour through the new User Menu and don’t forget
to go to your own personal Profile and make some timely updates. The new
features work best when all members keep their personal profiles as current as
possible.
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ADVERTISEMENT

If you want to grasp an overall “snapshot” of a Nikonians member, just consult his profile and use the “General” and “Equipment” tabs. They offer an
overview of the member as a photographer (experience level, mainly shoots,
main metering mode, wish list, etc.) with all the detailed information about his
cameras, lenses and specific equipments used.

Spotlight on two of our “Must Read” Bloggers
The Nikonians Personal Blogs are a benefit available to all members Gold level
and above and this issue we’re going to point you to our very own Nikonians
Image Doctors, Jason Odell (DrJay32) and Rick Walker (walkerr).
The pair recently posted their 100th podcast Episode and besides keeping
track of the latest developments in hardware and software, they are also taking time to share their thoughts in writing.

Here’s a sample from Jason Odell:

Photos
by J. Ramón Palacios (jrp)

Next on my list is Tony Sweet’s Fine Art Digital Nature Photography. You know
all those cool filter packs, like Nik Color Efex Pro? I sometimes wonder just
what do to do with all those interesting filter effects. Well, Tony knows exactly
what to do. In this book, Tony will show you numerous techniques using Photoshop and many other techniques that can be done in-camera (like multiple
exposures). If you need to fire up that creative spark, this is one of those books
that can get you out of your rut and back in a groove. I highly recommend
it!

Here’s a portion of Rick Walker’s entry on
Carry-on restrictions
and photographers:
At the same time that photography is flourishing and more and
more photographers are getting
serious about their work, airline
carry on restrictions get tougher.
Within the US, things aren’t too
restrictive at present, but there’s
noise about making guidelines
tighter. Internationally, weight restrictions can be quite tough, with
8-10kg limits quite common and
some airlines having even tougher
ones.

My first read this summer has been Joe McNally’s The Hot Shoe Diaries. All I
can say about this book is “wow”. If you are remotely interested in shooting
events, weddings, or portraits, this book is an absolute must-read. Throughout this book, you’ll follow world-renowned photographer Joe McNally as he
illuminates his subjects and his readers with small flash technology (ie, Speedlights). As the old saying goes, if you can’t bring your party to the light, bring
the light to the party. After I read this book, I had to fight the strong temptation to go out and purchase 47 SB-900 speedlights.
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If you’re planning to photograph wildlife at your destination with a larger lens
or even if you’re taking a more modest
kit with you, weight restrictions can
wreak havoc.
Note that these are not just theoretical, unenforced guidelines; I’ve seen scales
in active use at airline gates in some countries. What can you do to work this

Spotlight on two of our “Must Read” Bloggers
added challenge (other than casually
swinging your camera bag around to
the side of you that the gate attendant can’t see)? Yes, I actually did
the latter once. :)
First, think hard about what you really need to take. Going light can be
a blessing rather than a hindrance,
but I realize it doesn’t work for every
subject.
Nevertheless, scrutinize what you’re
packing, do it several days in advance, and then start pulling things
out that fall in the optional category.
Chances are good that those optional items really are optional, and that
through a bit of creativity, you can
work around their absence. Do you
really need every lens you own? Is
it necessary to bring every grad filter you have or would one two-stop
soft grad suffice? These are some of
the things you need to consider.

ADVERTISEMENT

Editor’s Note:

Our photos of the Image Doctors were taken by J. Ramón Palacios (jrp) during the 4th ANPAT
in Rocky Mountain National Park (October 2004). Rick Walker was the organizer and guide.
If you have the urge to share your passion for photography in your own Nikonians Personal Blog,
check our Blogs Help section of the Nikonians Wiki.
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When your Nikon bites the dust
Make your insurance decisions before
disaster strikes
Gather up a few Nikon shooting
professional photographers and
Tom Boné
listen for about an hour as they
(flashdeadline)
trade stories.
Chief Editor
Two recurring themes will eventuMember
ally surface.
since April 7, 2002
“How I got my brand new Nikon
3608 posts
gear” — and — “How I lost or destroyed my Nikon gear.”
Members of the international online community of Nikon enthusiasts have been trading stories
about their photo adventures for nearly ten years and one of the most common questions asked when a fellow member suffers a loss in their inventory is:
“Was it insured?”
Just as common is the answer “No.”
Insuring camera gear against loss, damage or theft is a financial decision most
often made by professionals whose career reputations are at risk.
So, if you’re not jet-setting to and from exciting assignments all over the USA
with a massive inventory of costly photographic equipment, what does the
prospect of insuring your gear have to do with you?
Surprisingly, you may need that coverage and don’t even realize it.
This is a topic Barry Peters knows like the back of his hand. He’s the President
of Hays Companies of Washington, DC USA. Hays is ranked among the top 25
largest U.S. insurance brokers.
“Hays has been involved in general equipment insurance for free-lance and
pro photographers for 15 years,” Peters told us in a recent interview. “When
it comes to insuring their gear, the two things most photographers are looking
for are affordability and the ease of doing business.”
The Hays Companies approach to insuring photography gear is honed through
their experience as providers of service for National Press Photographers Asso-
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by Tom Boné (flashdeadline)

ciation (NPPA). Their members are
frequent travelers who routinely
expose their equipment to the inherent dangers of unusual shooting situations and exotic locations,
and the cost of having to replace
that equipment would stagger the
average annual budget of a dedicated enthusiast or free-lancer.
Peters shared with us a single sheet
of paper outlining damage claims
for a five month period in just one
East Coast USA region last year.
The lowest claims were in the
less than $500 (USD) range, and
the higher amounts averaged between $2,000 and $9,000. Many
claims alone exceed $25,000.
The claims cited two recurring causes. Water damage was a common problem
in that five month span; with claims citing gear immersed in oceans, rivers
and creeks. Also high on the list was loss attributed to thefts, mostly from
unattended (or unlocked) vehicles. Surprisingly, not too many cameras were
reported damaged from accidental drops (unless it was in water).
One interesting claim even cited a more than $2,500 loss incurred during a
photographer’s adventures with law enforcement.
“We could talk forever about some of the more unusual claims,” said Peters,
“We do have a number of losses throughout the year that are questionable.”
Regardless of the claim, Peters tells us the bottom-line is customer satisfaction.
Hays Companies serves as the broker, or agent, matching their clients up with
insurance carriers best suited to the client’s needs. In that capacity, Peters is
an expert on matching the needs of photographers from all walks of life with
affordable insurance, and recently Hays has taken the extra step of providing
services for photographers who once thought they would never need to insure
their gear.

When your Nikon bites the dust
“I’d say that the average equipment value for a free-lancer is up to $25,000
said Peters. “The average for pros exceeds that, and a serious hobbyist or advanced amateur is usually in the $10,000-plus range.”

industry.. Hays has a modern approach to help sort out the confusion.
“We use an online application system that enables us to provide a quote for
coverage within about 24 hours,” said Peters. “The actual coverage can begin
within three to five days.” Coverage for this particular plan comes from one
of the most recognized insurers in the U.S. — the A+ rated Travelers Insurance
Company, headquartered in Hartford, Conn., USA.
Accessing the site is simple, and free. A visit to https://ppip.haysaffinity.com/
will lead you to their online application portal. “Basically, we need an inventory
of your equipment, in order to provide an accurate quote.” he explained. “This
is something anyone with an inventory as low as even $5,000 should check
out if they want peace of mind.” You don’t have $5,000 to $10,000 worth of
gear? Think again.

It’s that last segment of the photographic community, the serious amateurs
with about as much at stake as the cost of a reliable automobile, that Hays is
now insuring in increasing numbers.
It’s called the Professional Photographers Insurance Plan, (PPIP), and coverage
begins at rates as low as $300 per year. That takes care of the “affordable”
aspect he mentioned when we started this interview, but what about the “ease
of doing business?”
Enter the Internet solution
We’re all pretty savvy at shopping around for bargains and good deals on the
World Wide Web, and Hays is now extending that purchasing decision tool to
photographers.
Insurance protection is available for just about anything, so this plan could
easily be lost in the confusing stream of technical and legal jargon from the
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Peters tells us the most common cost estimating gap comes when photographers don’t consider their “non-photographic” equipment.
“What we see also is the need to insure ancillary equipment such as laptops,
memory cards, tripods and lighting. These are also insurable under the program. Once you add up an average serious photographer’s inventory of say
two Nikon bodies, four or five lenses and a laptop, you have a sizable investment in equipment.”
The Professional Photographers Insurance Plan
applies to covered property within the United
States, its Territories, and Canada. Coverage is
also available for overseas travel and you can
get details by contacting a Hays representative
at:
https://ppip.haysaffinity.com/userinterface/frmFAQ.aspx.
Affordability and ease of doing business with an insurance broker has already
been described in terms of the Hays approach, but there is the intangible purchasing decision tie breaker that Peters relies on the most: Customer Service.
“Our ability to quickly handle questions and concerns and the fact that we are
partnered with a strong insurance carrier that has been around for hundreds of
years is the key to a successful program.”

New From the Nikonians PhotoProShop
Our PhotoProShop Team has been fulfilling orders worldwide, and some of the
hottest new items include:

You are now “ready to fire” and not waste precious time with mounting the
ball head or attaching the spikes and accessories. Pull it out of the bag — set it
up — and start shooting.

The new Solmeta GPS Geotagger N2 allows you to save your present location data to your digital image file instantaneously when you take a picture.
Its State-Of-The-Art technology provides extremely fast TTFF (Time-To-FirstFix), unrivaled high sensitive and superior performance in virtually any outdoor
environments. The GeotaggerN2 can work places where GPS was extremely
difficult or even impossible before — in the woods, under very heavy foliage,
canyons, terrain obstructions, in cities with densely populated high-rise buildings and even inside a train or a car, with no external antenna required.
Treat your tripod to First Class protection
The Nikonians XXL Tripod Bag is made of durable Nylon with a specialized
padded and reinforced coating providing optimum protection for your valuable
equipment. The coating uses materials found in professional sports punching
bags and boxing gloves.
This solution, with its 32 inch height is especially appealing to nature photographers, who constantly work with tripods equipped with ball heads, spikes and
other accessories.
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The special coating absorbs strong external impacts (where carbon tripods are
especially vulnerable). Protect your gear during air travel without the need
to drag your bulky tripod as hand luggage. The Nikonians tripod bag is the
safe solution! To ensure optimum ergonomic comfort and ease of handling, it
comes with a handle and a shoulder strap. This product is especially suitable for
tripods with Nikonians leg wraps!

New From the Nikonians PhotoProShop
The new Nikonians Camouflage Cap is made out
of 100% cotton and features a Velcro® fastener to fit all sizes. It is embroidered with the new
Nikonians logo.
The PhotoProshop has also a new Black and Gray
Cap with the new logo and there are still some of
the older logo Khaki Caps available (at a discount
price).

Warranty extension special

The Big news for Markins Fans is that the PhotoProShop has extended their popular Markins
Quality Weeks into October (now ending Oct
15). During the Quality weeks you will get a 1
year extension to the current 3 year warranty duration when purchasing your Markins Ball Head
at the PhotoProShop.
Now is the best time to check out the entire line,
including the popular Q3 Emille.

Markins Ball Heads are extremely durable, easy
to maintain and even hold the longest lenses and
still enable you to move your gear smooth and
fast without sinking to the ground.
The Q3 comes with the new Markins QR-48 Quick Release shoe (clamp) attached. This high quality quick release shoe is compatible with Kirk, Arca Swiss,
RRS, Wimberley and all industry standard dove tail plates compatible.
If you are looking for a perfect match for your Gitzo traveler tripods check
out the Markins Q3 Traveler. This more compact model was designed with a
smaller panning base and shaftless quick shoe knob. It is an ideal ball head for
a small SLR camera with a midsize zoom lens.
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New Community Caps

Eye of the Photographer
To shoot the subject is one thing – to
understand it is another
Marco Baracco is an Italian photographer with
a heavy collection of Nikon gear and a passion
for capturing images. He says that from early
childhood he learned “that is possible to write
by light, use it for work and communication,
stopping moments and fixing it forever.”

Water
Eternal activity
Indefatigable
Vaporizes, condenses
Flows
The cobweb captures
Night humidity
Transforms it in dew
The dew falls down in soil
Turns into brook, river
Ocean
In its endless flow
Feeds, transforms
Gives the life

A 1979 graduate of the Photographic Institute of Torino, he
says he has always had an authentic passion for cinema and
photography. In this article, the
second in a series, Marco encourages us to go outdoors and look
carefully at such simple things
as nature scenes with water. By
proper exposures and imaginative
composition and cropping, you
will start to appreciate “the eye
of the photographer.” He begins
with a poem, and follows up with
images inspired by the poetry.

His use of a poem to start is deliberate. Marco wants you to approach the subject with the mind of a poet, an artist, instead of just a technical photographer.
With that mood established, your artistic sense will take over and improve the
final results.
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by Marco Baracco
Water is the origin of life. It
doesn’t have a static form,
and quickly assumes the
shape of its container.
Shooting water becomes a
meditative form and is an
exercise in a deep point of
view for any photographer.
The photo serves as a story
that speaks of you and your
photographic vision.
The resulting image is determined by shutter speed
and aperture but it is your
eye (and your vision) that
will consistently bring you
good results.
The water is rarely quiet.
All of its particles are constantly moving. Soon you
will see that your choice of
exposure time can influence different shapes and
effects.
This is where you have to
use your imagination, because the human eye is not
able to see the end result Figure 1
of your exposure until you
have captured it.

1/320 sec - f/6.3

This means that a short exposure can show only a photographic static moment,
whereas a long exposure permits to water to create draws and each single
point of light can make even a funny scribble!

Eye of the Photographer

Figure 2

1 second - f/4.4

So, it is more than just a technical challenge to shoot water. You need to approach with a vision. In my vision the photography is proposed and brought
forth beginning from the formation of the thought and reaching the final result
through the study of the subject.
Technical suggestions
I normally prefer to shoot with medium aperture - in exposure mode “A” f/5.6-8-11, to maintain the best possible optical quality. Positioning the camera on a strong tripod I can quietly choose the exposure time that I hold more
proper for the effect that I want to get and to maintain the ISO setting to the
lowest value. If I want to stop the dewy drop on the cobweb I must use a fast
shutter speed because the lightest puff of wind makes it move.
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Figure 2

1 second - f/4.4

If I want to stop the droplets of a fountain, once again I must use the faster
shutter speed to see every drop become a bright starlet.
On the other hand, if I want to show small waves drawing around a rock or
twig in the brook I must choose a long exposure.
In some cases I have used an exposure of 15 seconds to allow the water of the
brook to slowly stir. If my vision seeks scribbles, a 1-3 second exposure may be
more important.
I don’t habitually use any filter but a neutral density or a polarizer can help
when there is a lot of light to maintain the aperture on the middle values and
to allow for the shutter speed that I have chosen to use.

Eye of the Photographer
ADVERTISEMENT

Figure 4 -

2.5 sec - f/20

The images in this article were taken with: Nikon D70
AF Nikkor 50 mm f/1.8
AF Nikkor 28-105 f/3.5-4.5 D
AF Nikkor 80-200 f/2.8 D
Marco Baracco @ http://www.marcobaracco.com

If you have the urge to share your passion for photography
check our
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section of the

Team Profile – Ray Valdovinos (rayvaldovinos)
Where the photographer
meets the podcaster.
Editor’s Note: In this edition
of The Nikonian we reprise
a popular feature from last
year—The Team Profile. The
spotlight falls on Ray Valdovinos, who recently joined the
Nikonians team as the host of
the Nikonians podcast News
Flash. He tells us that doing
the podcast is allowing two
of his passions, (photography
and voicework) to come together.
My earliest photographic memory is that of a small
black plastic camera that I unfortunately left in the
back window of my dad’s car. It seems it was not
designed to handle the heat and photographed no
more.
As a preteen, I can recall my father taking pictures
on our family vacations as we traveled across the
United States seeing the sites the tourists see. I
even took a few myself. I was not officially bitten
by the photo bug however, until I was in my midtwenties when our daughter was born. I purchased
a used Minolta SLR, which I traded in a few years
later with the help of some birthday money for a
new Canon. My feeling at the time was that I certainly couldn’t afford a Nikon, which I believed to
be the camera of “professional photographers.”
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My photography consisted of taking pictures of my daughters sporting events,
boyfriends and school dances. About the
time of her high school graduation, I became a contract photographer for a local
photography company which specialized
in youth sports photography which I still
do to this day. I continued to use Canon
cameras until a fellow photographer, a
Nikon user, convinced me to give Nikon a
try. As I look back, that’s a move I wish I
would have made earlier.
My F100 and D70 (which I still have) have
evolved into a D3, which is the first camera
I’ve owned that I like everything about. No
complaints. In those years of my daughters growing up, the 1980’s specifically, I
was employed as a radio newscaster at a One of Ray’s favorite images-- shot with his Nikon D3 at an aperture
Minneapolis, MN radio station which was of f/16, 1/100th second shutter speed and an ISO of 200.
one of the first news/talk stations in the
raphy years, and meld it with the subject of phoarea. Radio can be a transient business, requiring
tography news.
moving from one radio market to another as you
advance. When the station’s new owner decided
I want to thank the Nikonian team for the opporto change the stations format to “Golden Oldies,”
tunity, and for making me feel so welcome.
a change of vocation was required, as I didn’t want
to leave my hometown.
It was February 14 of 2009 when after receiving
an iPod from my wife for Valentines day that I discovered the Nikonians podcast The Image Doctors.
I then became a Nikonians member putting a few
images on the galleries on the Nikonian site. Up
at the top of the page I noiticed that they were
looking for a podcaster. The opportunity seemed
perfect for me. The chance to do voicework, which
I’d kept doing in a small way through the photog-

D90 Gallery
Nikonians share their Nikon D90 Images
Mastering the Nikon D90, by Nikonian Darrell Young (DigitalDarrell), our fourth in a series of books in the joint venture between NikoniansPress and publisher
Rocky Nook will be shipping this month. The 12 Chapter book (with more than 330 pages) includes images submitted by members of the Nikonians community,
and we share them with you here. Each of our image donating members are at the top of the list to receive the first copies off the presses.

Benjamin Ho (hoben02)
Taiko Drummer
D90 and AF-S DX VR Zoom-NIKKOR 18200mm f/3.5-5.6G IF-ED
Benjamin’s Description:
“Little Tokyo Cherry Blossom Festival located
near downtown Los Angeles, California, USA.
Lens at 150mm, 1/10 sec exposure at f/25
with ISO of 200. Yes, that’s 1/10 of a second,
and it was hand held. A good testimonial to
the vibration reduction (VR) capabilities of the
lens. White Balance set to Sunny.”

Abraham Jacob (Elyone)
Daughter at 7-months
D90 and AF Zoom-NIKKOR 80-200mm
f/2.8D ED
Abraham’s description:
“Shot at 1000 ISO, 1/160, f2.8, hand-held
with the 80-200 2.8 lens @ ~155mm, no
flash. Light coming from behind camera from
a very large window, with an incandescent
house light on Camera left, just behind the
baby.”
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D90 Gallery
John Gamble (jgamble)
Bald Eagle
D90 and AF-S NIKKOR 300mm f/4D
IF-ED lens
John’s Description”
“This adult eagle was leaving a nest
in downtown New Smyrna Beach,
Florida, USA. The nest is a block off
of US 1 behind a motel and within
view of a couple of local resturants.
The lens arrangment included a TC14EII. It used an aperture of f/8 and
1/1000 sec shutter speed at ISO
560.”
Christian Coombes
(chiefmasterjedi)
Flower’s Pond Sunrise
D90 and AF-S DX Zoom-NIKKOR
12-24mm f/4G IF-ED
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Christian’s Description:
“This shot was taken behind the
Percy Flowers store on Hwy 42 and
Buffalo road in Clayton, North Carolina, USA. I was on my way to work
when I saw the start of a beautiful
sunrise with glowing orange clouds. I
stopped at the pond and started taking shots. This shot was taken with
the D90 and 12-24 DX Nikkor lens
at 12mm (hand held). ISO setting
was 200. Shutter speed was 1/25
sec and aperture at f/5.6. The RAW image was post
processed in PS4 to change the white balance and
contrast, and other small tweaks were performed.”

D90 Gallery
Kevin Todd (lovemyd90)
Fruit Bowl
D90 and AF-S VR Zoom-NIKKOR
70-300mm f/4.5-5.6G IF-ED
Kevin’s Description:
“This shot was taken in my yard on
a wooden border around my garden. I waited until the sun was as
low as possible to get the desired
lighting. I used a crack in my fence
to light the fruit. It took a couple of
tries. The sun was going down fast
and kept moving off my subject.
The 70-300mm lens was zoomed to
260mm, ISO at 200. Shutter speed
was 1/320 sec, with an aperture of
f/5.6.”
Dave Waycie (dwaycie)
Bubbling Glass
D90 and Sigma 70mm F2.8 EX DG
MACRO
Dave’s Description:
“Shot with the Sigma Macro lens
and SB-600 Speedlight. Aperture at
f/11, 1/200 sec, ISO 200. The D90
on-camera flash set in Commander
Mode at -0.3EV. The SB-600 in
remote mode was on the left side
and a bit to the rear of the goblet –
probably about 120 degrees off the lens axis. Two layers of white silk were draped
over the SB-600 as a diffuser. The image was set up on my dining room table.”
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D90 Gallery
Edmund DePinter (PROWLER69)
Windmill
D90 and AF Zoom-NIKKOR
80-200mm f/2.8D ED
Edmund’s Description:
“The “Old Hook Mill” was
built in 1806 and is located in East Hampton, New
York, USA. This shot was
taken with the 18-200 Nikkor at 18mm and an aperture of f/11. Shutter speed
was 1/60 sec and ISO at
200.”

Brian Kushner (bkushner)
American Goldfinch
D90 and Sigma APO 150500mm F5-6.3 DG OS
HSM
Brian’s Description:
“I took this in my backyard
last winter. I had tons of
these American Goldfinches all winter feeding on three different thistle seed feeders. As you know
they are fast and small. Got lucky with this shot (zoomed to the full 500mm)
using an exposure time of 1/800 sec and aperture f/6.3. ISO was 200.”
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Hector Molina (pafindr)
Violin
D90 and AF-S DX NIKKOR 18-105mm
f/3.5-5.6G ED VR
Hector’s Description:
“The picture was taken in a small home
studio with a black cotton backdrop. The
lens was zoomed to 34mm and aperture
used was f/4.2. Shutter speed was 1/3
sec using ISO of 540.”
Brenda Young (DigitalBrenda)
Horses in Cades Cove
D90 and AF-S DX Zoom-NIKKOR 1870mm f/3.5-4.5G IF-ED
Brenda’s Description: “Taken in Cades Cove, Tennessee, of the Great Smoky Mountains National Park, USA. Exposure time of 1/1000 sec at F/4.5 and ISO at 400. Lens at 35mm.”
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D90 Gallery
Dwight Dover (bullet_trap9)
Grinder
D90 and AF-S DX NIKKOR 18105mm f/3.5-5.6G ED VR
Dwight’s Description:
“The picture is a self-portrait in
my lawn mower and chainsaw
repair shop in Canton, Georgia,
USA. I am sharpening a mower
blade. I set the camera on a tripod and had my wife push the
button on the Nikon ML-L3 wireless remote. The ISO was pushed
to 800, allowing for a 1/20 sec
exposure at f/4.8. The lens was
at 48mm.”

Ron Markey (ronmarkey)
Snowboard Competition
D90 and AF-S DX VR ZoomNIKKOR 55-200mm f/4-5.6G
IF-ED
Ron’s Description:
“This is a vertical crop of a horizontal original. The shot was
taken at the USASA Snowboard
Nationals at Copper Mountain,
Colorado, USA. The 1/500 sec
exposure at f/13 was taken
with the lens fully extended to
200mm and ISO at 200. ”
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Tamron Lens Review
Handy, affordable, powerful and versatile
— the Tamron AF18-270mm ƒ/3.5-6.3 Di
II VC LD Aspherical (IF) Macro lens is sure
to become an “all-in-one” favorite
Tom Boné
(flashdeadline)
Chief Editor
Member
since April 7, 2002
3655 posts

One size rarely “fits all” like the
advertisements like to say, but
in the case of the Tamron AF18270mm F/3.5-6.3 Di II VC (Vibration Compensation) LD Aspherical
(IF) Macro it comes darn close.

Before this lens was named winner
of the esteemed EISA Photo Award
– European Travel Lens of the
Year 2009-2010,
the good folks at
Tamron loaned one to me to test my theory that this could be
the perfect lens for airshows — perhaps even excelling Nikon’s
AF-S DX VR Zoom- NIKKOR 18-200mm f/3.5-5.6G IF-ED.
Comparing the two lenses side by side, they are very close in
barrel length (when set to 18mm). The Nikkor 18-200 is just a
shade shorter in the 18mm setting at 3.8” (96mm) compared
to the Tamron’s 3.9” (101mm) and the barrel diameter is also
a shade “fatter.” Both weigh in at close to 1.2 pounds (550
grams for the Tamron, 560 for the Nikkor). Looking at the sideby-side shots, notice the extra large hunk of rubber real-estate
occupied by the zooming ring. This means your fingertips will
be hitting that ring regardless of the size of your hand.
I had experience with the Nikkor 18-200, thanks to my son
who managed to get one of the first ones available in late
2005. I recall at the time that I was constantly doing something stupid when it came to choosing whether I needed to
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by Tom Boné (flashdeadline)
use “Normal” or “Active” Vibration Reduction. The lens was brand new back
then and my son used it extensively. Flash forward a couple of years and once
again I was borrowing it. This time (after plenty of wear and tear, I quickly
noticed it had developed a horrible case of “zoom creep.” That’s the tendency
of the lens to extend or contract by itself thanks to the force of gravity. Since
then, Nikon has announced the release of a second generation version, which
includes a zoom lock switch and other improvements costing roughly $849.95
USD (manufacturer’s suggested retail price) You can knock $100 off that price
quickly while searching the major stores online. The new lens is product #2192,
while the older one is known as #2159. If you’re shopping online you may
want to remember those numbers because the lens name and physical characteristics are very similar.
A year before Nikon’s newer version of the 11.1x zoom 18-200 was announced
in July, Tamron had staked a claim to the 15x zoom arena with their AF18-270mm F/3.5-6.3 Di II VC (Vibration Compensation) LD Aspherical (IF) Macro.
This was the lens that I wanted to test at an airshow.
The 15x zoom, equivalent to 28-419mm in 35mm film terms, looked good on

Tamron Lens Review
paper, and that VC (Vibration Compensation) sounded like a good safety net
for shaky hands trying to track fast aircraft. I expected zoom creep and more
confusion over what vibration reduction mode to select and got neither. The
lens arrived a few days before my local airshow and as soon as I opened the
box I saw it had no Normal and Active switch option, and on the rear was a
handy little zoom lock switch.

Of course the first thing I wanted to do is slip the lens on my trusty D100 and
give it a whirl. Autofocus locked on moving subjects (two very fast dogs running up and down a small hill) like they were made of high power magnets.
It did not matter if they ran sideways or diagonally up and down the hill. The
autofocus followed right along. I noticed the VC mechanism activate — countering my movement. In the viewfinder it looks like a very small and fast “jitterjump.” It looked as if someone had lightly tapped the end of the lens for a split
second. I soon learned to like that little “jitter-jump,” because it quickly let me
know I had the VC running.
The quick-test was very satisfying and I was soon able to interview Tamron
technical representative Rob Moody to find out what makes this little beast
tick. First question on my mind was this lack of the Normal and Active switch.
The answer was amazingly simple. The lens didn’t need one. “Older stabilization systems use a two-coil system. This means you need an adjustment switch
for different shooting applications,” he explained. “Older systems are really
good at reducing vibration when the camera and lens move up and down
and left and right, but have to compute or triangulate to compensate for diagonal movement.” The Tamron solution is what he calls “three-coil” – or
to be technically specific a “proprietary tri-axial Vibration Compensation (VC)
mechanism.” This means the VC works in all directions without having to take
time for triangulation computations. It works immediately, without any lag or
drifting effect.

Two dogs at full gallop, chasing each other through a neighbor’s yard. Note that
during a frantic fast panning motion from left to right I caught the pair just as they
ducked behind some utility poles halfway between my lens and the dogs. I would
tend to scrap this shot as a miss—but I’m using it here to show how the autofocus
stayed locked on the dogs throughout the pan. This is a 1/2000th second exposure
at f/6.3, ISO 640 with lens at full 270mm.
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Since the Tamron 18-270 was made available, Moody says it’s been a “must
have” at every demo he conducts while on the road. “I get a lot of people
that walk in and the first thing they ask is to see is the 18-270.” His advice for
airshow shooters was simple. Just put it on the camera and start shooting. He’s
been collecting feedback from customers who report the lens is delivering solid
results. “They say it’s good right up to about 200mm, and after that, on close
examination, you can get a bit soft. That may be critical for some pros but for
the average shooter they’ll never notice the difference.”
For Rob, one of the major bragging points comes from the other side of the
distance spectrum. “Wait till you check out the 1:3.5 macro on this lens,” he
said. That sounded like a great suggestion and by pure coincidence a friend of
mine had called a few days earlier asking if I could help him get a copy negative
from a 4x5 black and white original.

Tamron Lens Review
I don’t have a studio,
but my front porch has
a nice clean glass door,
so all it took was a bit of
scotch tape, some white
paper and a halogen
work light. The setup
took about five minutes.
The negative was on the
inside of the door, with a
plain sheet of 24-pound
white bond paper behind it acting as a diffuser. The Tamron in macro
mode was handheld, at
f/6.3 aperture, 1/250th
second shutter speed,
ISO of 200.
The resulting image (shown here on a cropped close-up in the original and
then Photoshop inverted version) was perfect for a crisp 8x10 print to give to
my friend in time for his squadron reunion.
After the quick tests with the dogs and the macro,
the airshow was a snap. I had both lenses (Nikkor 18-200 and Tamron 18-270) with me and was
able to pull off a fast lens switch to compare full
out zoom softness during a long hover by a Marine
Corps Harrier.
In a rough test of close-up sharpness I blew up
the same section of the Harrier’s Wing (by same
scale) and compared the images side by side. I saw
no major differences (and once these photos go
through the pdf process for download you probably won’t either.)
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Tamron Lens Review

Tracking aircraft in flight was a
breeze, and the fact that I wasn’t
lugging a 400mm monster
around made me concentrate on
shooting a lot whenever the narrator said “here comes a photo
pass.” The lens worked perfectly
as soon as I locked on the aircraft
of my choice, giving me bunches
of great “keepers.”
In my sample shots from the
airshow most were taken at IS0
400 and the shutter speed was
usually 1/2000th sec. All were
at an aperture of f/6.3. The lens
stayed locked and focused in a
variety of challenging situations,
such as following three aircraft in
formation.
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Tamron Lens Review

Conclusion:

This lens deftly handled
every challenging situation
I could come up with. It
easily followed fast moving subjects and refused to
lose focus, even when I was providing less than perfect stability with somewhat
shaky hand-held shots. From the moment you mount this lens on your camera,
the ergonomic comfort in handling gives you the feeling you’ve been using it
for years.
The macro feature is a superb bonus, and easy to use. The tactical feel of the
lens in hand is professional and allows for smooth zooming twists of the wrist.
That nagging zoom creep problem is just a zoom lock switch away from elimination. Overall sharpness and quality of the images was perfectly acceptable
in a variety of conditions, but at the full 270 extension you can nit-pick your
way into seeing loss of sharpness.
For the less than $700 USD purchase price (I saw one online source dipping
below $550) this lens is well worth every penny. The 15x Tamron 18-270 VC
is an excellent all purpose or vacation lens. However, if tack-sharp billboard
or high resolution magazine images are your line of work, you would want to
own this lens in addition to your fixed aperture f2.8 glass.
For the average photo enthusiast looking for the perfect all-in-one lens, this is
a worthy competitor (and arguably better in some regards) to the Nikkor 18200mm VR lens.
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My friend with the squadron reunion had arranged to bring his group to the
airshow, and later on they posed for a group picture, with me standing on
a ladder to get the shot. This was an excellent opportunity to test the wider
angles for sharpness. This time I used an f/11 aperture, 1/250th second shutter
speed at an ISO of 200. I had the lens zoomed to 23mm. Teetering on a small
ladder I know I was shaking, but the vibration compensation saved the day. On
a close-up examination of the faces I did spot a bit of softness, but a quick shot
of Photoshop unsharp
mask treatment salvaged
the shot.

New From Nikon
The Nikon D5000, featuring a swiveling LCD monitor and taking its place as
the second Nikon with High Definition movie modes was announced in April
2009.

The most immediately noticable outward physical appearance of the new camera is what Nikon calls a Vari-angle monitor. Old-time Coolpix users may fondly remember that functionality in the Coolpix 5000, but that model’s swiveling
screen was only 1.8 inches (compared to the D5000’s 2.7 inches).
The new D5000 is a DX-Format model featuring an image sensor with 12.3
effective megapixels and the proven Multi-CAM 1000 autofocus sensor module found in the Nikon D90. The D90 now has a Nikon junior partner in the
“D-SLR with movie function category” and the price difference between the
two is an appealing $200 to $250 USD (body only) depending on where you
are shopping.
Those who predicted the D5000 to be a mid-range choice between the Nikon
D60 and the D90 pretty much nailed it. In this comparison shot below we used
the only fixed variable (the contacts spread between the flash hot-shoe) to illustrate the size differences looking from the front.

Check out the Nikonians D5000/D3000 Users Group forum to share your
impressions of this camera. You can check out the features on the new D5000
with a downloadable pdf brochure. For a look at the official Press Release,
check out the Nikon USA Press Center D5000 announcement.
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New From Nikon
performance for which NIKKOR optics are well-known and the opportunity to
capture dramatic perspectives that only wide-angle lenses can achieve.”
****************************
Three months later, in July, Nikon introduced an enhanced version of the popular Nikon D300 and a new beginner’s-oriented Nikon D3000 to its digital single
lens reflex line-up. Nikon’s lens inventory has also grew, with the introduction
of two new vibration reduction (VR) zoom lenses.

Also announced in April was the new AF-S DX-NIKKOR 10-24mm f/3.5-4.5G
ED lens. This new lens gives you the FX-format equivalent of 15-36mm making
it ideal for a variety of applications including restrictive interiors, architecture
and sweeping landscapes.
From Nikon’s Press Release:
“The development and release of the 10-24mm f/ 3.5-4.5 DX-NIKKOR lens
continues Nikon’s tradition of providing expertly engineered tools for photographers to realize their unique creative vision,” said Edward Fasano, General
Manager for marketing, SLR Systems Products at Nikon Inc. “The ultra wideangle 10-24mm lens offers DX-format digital SLR shooters the outstanding
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New From Nikon
The newly announced Nikon D300s adds D-Movie capabilities (with contrast
detection autofocus during video capture) to the previous D300 feature set.
It is significant to note that thus far the Nikon D-Movie cameras (D90 and
D5000) have not provided autofocus during video capture.

It also comes in handy when D3000 owners decide to take advantage of advanced in-camera editing features. These features are graphically depicted
much the same way a photo-kiosk at the local department store would prompt
you for instructions.

The video mode includes 720p HD video (as in the D90 and D5000). The
D300s also features a first for Nikon D-Movie cameras in the audio department. External stereo audio inputs are now included.
It also adds an SD card slot, giving photographers the ability to use both CF
and SD cards simultaneously. The D300S boasts the ability to shoot as fast as
7 frames per second with Rechargeable Li-ion Battery EN-EL3e (included) and
up to 8 frames per second when using the optional Multi-Power Battery Pack
MB-D10 and Rechargeable Li-ion Battery EN-EL4a. That’s an extra frame per
second with both battery options over the D300.
Complete details (and a downloadable brochure) on the Nikon D300s can be
found at Nikon’s Product Lineup site. Check our D300/D200/D100 Users
Group, as they are sharing their impressions of the camera now.
****************************
The new Nikon D3000 takes the sum total of some of the best features found
in the intermediate range of Nikon DSLR’s, adding here and subtracting there,
to come up with a new budget minded and user friendly beginner’s camera.
It features Nikon’s Multi-CAM 1000 autofocus sensor module (same as the
D200, D90 and D5000) providing 11-point autofocus speed and agility.
Beginners with a passion for movie making won’t find D-Movie or the versatile
“flip-flop” rear LCD monitor found on the D5000, but they will be happy with
the size of the D3000 monitor and the completely new User’s Guide menu
selection system.
The 3-inch 230k-dot TFT LCD monitor delivers a text size that is 20% larger
than on previous Nikon digital SLR cameras.
That large text is quickly evident in the new guide mode designed for user
friendly selections of shooting modes.
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The D3000 produces 10.2-megapixel images at a bargain price and adds the
ability to produce prints without the use of a computer. Point and shoot Nikon
owners looking to step into the DSLR ranks will likely find this camera to be a
friendly gateway.
Complete details and a downloadable brochure can be found at Nikon’s Product Lineup site. The Nikonians D5000/D3000 Users Group forum is discussing
both cameras.
****************************
The two new lenses introduced in July are the AF-S DX NIKKOR 18-200mm
f/3.5-5.6G ED VR II and the AF-S NIKKOR 70-200mm f/2.8G ED VR II.
The new 18-200 is an enhanced version of the popular AF-S DX VR Zoom-Nikkor 18-200mm f/3.5-5.6G IF-ED introduced by Nikon in 2005. That lens had
the annoying habit of allowing the lens to extend and retract based on sheer
gravity. The new model weighs just about 5 grams more than the 2005 version
and it resolves the “zoom creep” problem by adding a zoom lock switch.

New From Nikon
The new AF-S NIKKOR 70-200mm f/2.8G ED VR II provides a fast f/2.8 lens
in the full-frame line-up with vibration reduction (VR) and a Silent Wave Motor. This is an improved VR II version of the previous AF-S VR Zoom-NIKKOR
70-200mm f/2.8G IF-ED lens.
In August, it was time for the COOLPIX lineup to expand. Nikon’s Press release
information on the cameras follows:

Built on the success of Nikon’s previous touch-screen models, the COOLPIX S70
features Nikon’s newly developed 3.5-inch Clear Color Display and a new generation of touch-screen controls that offer an enhanced shooting and playback
experience. In addition to its photographic technology and stylish dual-texture
design, the S70 captures stunning HD video at 1280 x 720 pixels (720p).

****************************
Nikon calls the COOLPIX S1000pj “Your Personal Theatre on the Go.”
With the touch of a button, users can project images and videos as large as
40 inches, and with the camera’s unique slideshow function, playback pictures
with music, effects and creative transitions. Additional features of the S1000pj
include: 12.1 megapixels; a 5x wide-angle Zoom-NIKKOR glass lens; ISO from
64-6400; a 2.7-inch wide-angle LCD display; 5-way VR Image Stabilization
System; Subject Tracking; Scene Auto Selector Mode; Nikon’s Smart Portrait
System and movie mode.
The COOLPIX S1000pj retails at $429.95 USD (MSRP).
New to the COOLPIX line, OLED technology offers the benefits of vivid color
reproduction, sharp contrast and the absence of afterimages. The capacitive
touch-screen provides an immediate response at the lightest touch of the display for a fun and intuitive feel to every camera operation. For example, using
the Touch Shutter feature, users can have a completely “button-free” experience and focus on and photograph a subject by simply touching it on the
camera’s display. The touch-screen also makes viewing and retouching images
more fun and efficient. With the swipe of a finger, users can scroll through
images and use a pinching motion with two fingers to zoom in or out on displayed images, switching between thumbnail and full screen views. Additional
new touch-screen controls include on-screen sliders for adjusting brightness
and Scene Effect Adjustment, which offers controls specific to the scene mode
in use.
The COOLPIX S70 features 12.1 megapixels; a 5x wide-angle Zoom-NIKKOR
lens; ISO 6400; 5-way VR Image Stabilization System; Subject Tracking; Scene
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New From Nikon
Auto Selector Mode; Nikon’s Smart Portrait System and an ultra-stylish design.
The S70 retails at $399.95 (MSRP) in a choice of colors and textures including Red & Red, Champagne & Beige, Black & Black, or Champagne & Light
Brown.
For consumers who never want to miss a moment, the all-new COOLPIX S640
is Nikon’s performance leader in the S-Series lineup. High performance features
include ultra-fast auto-focus, the fastest start up time in its class** of a mere
0.7 seconds and short shutter release time lag. Additional features of the S640
include: a slim, stylish all metal body; 12.2 megapixels; a 5x Wide Angle NIKKOR lens; ISO from 100-6400 at full resolution; a 2.7-inch Clear Color LCD
Display; 4-way VR Image Stabilization System; Subject Tracking; Scene Auto
Selector Mode; Nikon’s Smart Portrait System and movie mode.
The COOLPIX S640 retails at $249.95 (MSRP) and will be offered in various
colors including: Calm Black, Velour Red, Precious Pink and Pearl White.
Where style meets simplicity, the new COOLPIX S570 is ideal for entry-level
consumers looking for a carefree shooting experience.
The S570 features 12.0 megapixels; a 5x wide-angle Zoom-NIKKOR glass lens;
ISO 3200 at full resolution; a bright 2.7-inch LCD Display; 4-way VR Image
Stabilization System; Scene Auto Selector Mode; Nikon’s Smart Portrait System
and movie mode.
The COOLPIX S570 retails at $199.95 USD (MSRP) and will be offered in various colors including Black, Red, Blue and Pink.
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Calendar
Nikonians Academy North America workshops

National Geographic Photo Contest

Depending on location, the workshops offer instruction on such topics as the Nikon D300,
D700, D3 cameras, Creating HDR, and the i-TTL/ Nikon Creative Lighting System. Here are
the Academy workshops for October and November.

The deadline for entries in National Geographic’s International Photography Contest is October 31. You can submit
up to six photos in three categories—People, Places, and Nature—between now and October 31, 2009. Winners will be
announced in early December. There is an entry fee of U.S.
$12 for each photo. Each participating local-language edition
of National Geographic magazine will also choose first-place
winners in each category. Those winners will also be entered
into the Worldwide International Photography Contest. A
single winner will be chosen in each category as the winner
of the Worldwide International Photography Contest.

October
Orlando		
Bishop, CA		
New York		
New York		
New York		
Washington DC
Washington DC
Washington DC
Washington DC
Seattle			
Seattle			

Professional Lighting on Location with Nikon CLS
Eastern Sierra & The Owens Valley			
Master Nikon D700 & D3 In Depth			
Master Nikon i-TTL Flash, CLS				
Master your Nikon D90 and D80			
Master your Nikon D300 - In Depth			
Master your Nikon D90 and D80			
Master Nikon Capture NX2				
Master Nikon i-TTL Flash, CLS				
Creating HDR Photographs - 2 Day Workshop
Master Nikon i-TTL Flash, CLS				

05-OCT-2009
15-OCT-2009
15-OCT-2009
17-OCT-2009
18-OCT-2009
22-OCT-2009
23-OCT-2009
24-OCT-2009
25-OCT-2009
29-OCT-2009
31-OCT-2009

Master Nikon i-TTL Flash - Advanced Workshop
Professional Lighting on Location with Nikon CLS
Master Nikon D700 & D3 In Depth 			
Death Valley Photography Workshop 			
Master Nikon D700 & D3 - Advanced 		
Master Nikon i-TTL Flash, CLS 			
Master Nikon i-TTL Flash - Advanced Workshop
Master your Nikon D300 - In Depth 			
Master your Nikon D300 - Advanced 			
Master Nikon i-TTL Flash - Advanced Workshop
Master Nikon Capture NX2 				

01-NOV-2009
03-NOV-2009
12-NOV-2009
12-NOV-2009
13-NOV-2009
14-NOV-2009
15-NOV-2009
19-NOV-2009
20-NOV-2009
21-NOV-2009
22-NOV-2009

November
Seattle 			
Philadelphia		
Chicago 		
Death Valley 		
Chicago 		
Chicago 		
Chicago 		
Indianapolis 		
Indianapolis 		
Indianapolis 		
Indianapolis 		

Complete listings by city, date and topics can be found at the Nikonians Academy .

PhotoPlus Expo 2009
October 22-23-24, 2009
Javits Convention Center
New York City
The show boasts a huge expo floor, hundreds of exhibitors, thousands of new products and a
conference with over 100 seminars.
PhotoPlus Expo has become more than an annual trade show for industry leaders including
Nikon, Canon, Eastman Kodak, and more than 100 other manufacturers. It has become the
meeting place where photographers and other visual communications professionals can share
their thoughts and ideas with peers, learn new trends and applications from the Masters, and
gain a unique perspective into the future of their craft.
The year the Expo presntes new Video Pavilion created for manufacturers of video cameras,
hardware, software and accessories and provides attendees with an inside look at the everchanging landscape of the photographic industry and future business opportunities these converging technologies present to photographers and videographers alike.
For more information: http://www.photoplusexpo.com/

Share your Small World
The deadline for entries in the 2010 Nikon’s Small World Competition is April 30, 2010.
The 2010 Contest is designed to showcase excellence in photography through microscopes
and this year’s prize list includes a $3,000 USD shopping spree towards the purchase of Nikon
equipment.
Photomicrographs must be taken using a light microscope, such as one of the Nikon series of
compound or stereoscopic microscopes. The use of Nikon equipment is not required. Complete
contest entry rules and the online entry form are available at the Nikon Small World Homepage
(along with great examples of the winning entries from previous competition).
According to the site:
Winners will receive one of 20 prizes, sorted according to rank in the competition. In addition
to the $3,000 Nikon shopping spree, the winner is invited to attend an awards presentation
ceremony in New York City as Nikon’s special guest.
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First-place winners of the English Language International
Photography Contest will win a digital camera kit and have
their photos published in National Geographic magazine.
The first-place winners of the Worldwide International Photography Contest will receive a trip to National Geographic
headquarters and have their photos published in National
Geographic magazine. There are no prizes for the Viewers’
Choice winners or the honorable mentions.
Double check the contest FAQ to make sure your region is
eligible to participate. In the USA for example, Arizona and
New Jersey residents are not eligible to compete.
For more information: http://ngm.nationalgeographic.com/
photo-contest/photo-contest

The Nikonian

Our abstract of mirrors in front of a building is provided by Marco Baracco, from Italy. It was taken during the 2006 Torino Winter Olympic Games with his Nikon
D70 and a Nikkor AF 28-105mm f/3.5-4.5D IF at the full 105mm extension. His aperture was f/7.1, with a 1/200 second shutter speed. Marco approaches every
subject with an emphasis in finding artistic value, which he demonstrates starting on page 23 with his second Eye of the Photographer guest article.
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